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Abstract

A government (a global decision maker) is supposed to search for a fair strategy generating

its decisions influencing a population of citizens (local decision makers). The strategy should

respect the fact that each citizen has their personal preferences as well as observation and

decision spaces. A non-standard problem formulation and its solution are proposed.

Specifically, each citizen (male, female, possibly child) is supposed to express his wishes

and restrictions in the way that can be translated into an ideal distribution of data he observes

and influences. He is recommended to select his decision strategy so that the real distribution

of these data is close to his ideal distribution. This approach is called fully probabilistic design.

The government is assumed to be able to influence a few data entries that have an impact

on each citizen. The government optimal decision strategy is also formulated in the fully

probabilistic sense with its ideal defined as a mixture of the ideal distributions of citizens.

Portions of different types of citizens are taken as weights of components forming the mixture.

The paper characterizes individual problem elements and information flow, provides an

approximate feasible solution and specializes it to normal government model and normal

ideal distributions of citizens. Qualitative consequences with respect to rational governing

are drawn.

Keywords: Fully probabilistic design, Bayesian decision making, Multi-participant

decision making, E-democracy
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1 Introduction

Searching for a compromise between different goals is a well-developed art, domi-

nated by Pareto and Nash equilibria. A range of variants have been published and

applied in the past decades. Decision making with multiple decision makers repre-

sents an important class of tasks belonging to this category. A commonly accepted

and sufficiently general approach to practical problems is, however, missing (cf. a

dearth of references on the Web of Science). Such an approach should respect the

limited and uncertain information of individual decision makers as well as different

constraints on their decisions and acceptable consequences.

Here, a step is proposed towards a desirable general solution. It is undertaken for

a specific scenario involving a global decision maker (government) whose decisions

influence local decision makers (citizens). Each citizen is supposed to express his

wishes and restrictions in a way that can be translated into an ideal distribution of

data he deals with. The government is to select the strategy which searches for a

compromise among these disparate wishes and restrictions using the data available

at government level.

The paper recommends to adopt a fully probabilistic design (Kárný, 1996) for

the design of the government strategy. A rational government has to create a model

relating its data and decisions. Given its complex uncertain environment, the model

should be probabilistic in nature. Here, the government is, moreover, recommended

to take a convex combination of appropriately extended citizen ideal probability

density functions (pdfs) as the ideal distribution to be used in the design of its

strategy. The proposed approach
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• provides a normative solution of complex decision making under uncertainty

with many independent decision makers and a single global one influencing all

of them,

• respects not only differences in aims and restrictions but also differences among

observation and decision spaces of citizens,

• uses a realistic description of practically met circumstances,

• describes a normative way for decision making of citizens but does not rely on

its implementation: just uses their data,

• brings a qualitative and potentially quantitative insight into the structure of

the problem solved.

We close this introduction with a few comments on our approach. It is based on

the following simple engineering principles.

• Everything around us is uncertain and approximate so that a soft description

is a good model of reality. A formalization in terms of probabilistic beliefs

is better than a fuzzy-set-based one at least because it allows us to estimate

citizen preferences from data.

• The World is “optimized” by optimizing optional elements of the soft model

that is to be kept as close as possible to the real World behavior. The best

achievable compromise under given circumstances is to be constructed and then

analyzed. This avoids danger that a priori unrealistic solutions are inspected.

• It is waste of the technical power of the Internet to use it as a voting mechanism

only. It can and should serve as an intelligent information channel connecting
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stratified society.

The proposed approach has proved itself invaluable in number of engineering

problems Kárný et al. (2003), nevertheless, the field of its applications is, in our

opinion, much wider. We hope, this paper can contribute a new point of view to

multi criteria decision making. We also believe we can avoid the traditional traps

of the area, like Arrow’s impossibility theory (Arrow, 1995), by introducing soft

preferences in the vein (Nurmi, 2001).

The layout of the paper is as follows.

Section 2 introduces basic notation and recalls fully probabilistic design of de-

cision strategies (Kárný, 1996). It allows the problem to be formulated and the

articulation of its component elements.

Section 3 provides an approximation to the general solution of the optimum

design of government strategy.

Section 4 elaborates algorithmic details of this design for government model and

citizen ideals in the form of multivariate autoregressive models with exogenous vari-

able (ARX). Practical importance of this special case makes us to present a complete

solution in a numerically safe algorithmic forms. Readers who are not interested in

manipulations with factorized kernels of quadratic form may skip this section if they

are willing to take applicability of the proposed approach to large scale problems for

granted.

Section 5 outlines how to get the involved elements through the standard proce-

dures of descriptive statistics complemented by Internet-based extraction of citizens

wishes. Qualitative consequences of the formal design are in Section 6. For a better
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readability, proofs and two auxiliary Propositions are shifted into Appendix.

2 Preliminaries and problem formulation

The following notation is used throughout the text.

Symbol Meaning

≡ equality by definition

x∗ a set of x-values

x̊ length of a vector x or cardinality of a finite set x∗

f(·|·) probability density functions (pdf)

F (·|·) ideal pdf describing desired behavior

E expectation

t discrete-time, always the last subscript separated by

semicolon

d = (∆, a) data record = (observable consequences, decisions)

d(t) sequence (d1, . . . , dt)

′ transposition

I, (Ik) unit ((k, k)) matrix

L lower triangular matrix with ones on diagonal

D diagonal matrix with non-negative diagonal

⌊aB a non-numerical superscript a of a variable B

Nx(µ, r) normal pdf of x with mean µ and variance r

The pdfs are distinguished by the identifiers in their arguments. No formal distinc-

tion is made between random variable, its realization and an argument of a pdf.
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The correct meaning follows from the context. The elementary properties of pdfs

(normalization, marginalization, chain and Bayes rules) are used (Peterka, 1981).

The adopted probabilistic modelling operates on the joint pdf of all uncertain vari-

ables encountered. It composes this joint pdf through the chain rule and derives its

particular marginal or conditional versions. It inserts the measured realization of

any variable at disposal into the treated pdf. Here, a sequence d(̊t) = (d1, . . . , d̊t),

over discrete time t ∈ t∗ ≡ {1, . . . , t̊}, of multi-variate data records dt is considered.

Each data record dt consists of optional decisions at and of observable consequences

∆t. An optimized causal strategy, mapping randomly d∗(t − 1) → a∗t , t ∈ t∗, gen-

erates the decisions. Causality is meant in information sense, i.e. the data d(t− 1)

can be at most used for selecting the decision at. The optimization of the mappings

forming the strategy is performed up to the design horizon t̊.

2.1 Ideal pdf

Joint pdf f(d(̊t)) of data sequences d(̊t) is a widely accepted tool for describing

where the data are expected to be. It models joint realizations of (possibly random)

decisions and their observable uncertain consequences. An ideal pdf F (d(̊t)), dis-

cussed here, is its counterpart for describing where the data are required to be. It

expresses wishes and constraints of decision maker by prescribing where joint real-

izations of (possibly random) decisions and their observable uncertain consequences

should ideally be. The higher value of the ideal pdf, the more preferred data. A

zero value of the ideal pdf means that the corresponding data are absolutely unde-

sirable. Using ideal pdfs for preferences descriptions allows greater discrimination

than simple “yes” or “no” statements used in classical voting system. It offers a
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detailed quantitative characterization of preferences.

For example, let us consider an ideal pdf to be a one-dimensional Gaussian dis-

tribution. In such a case, the mean corresponds to the most preferred value, and

the variance characterizes strictness of the preferences. Two extreme cases, in this

sense, are distributions with the variance close to zero and to infinity. The first one

describes preferences where only values in a very narrow range, close to the mean,

are acceptable; in the second one, all data have the same preferences.

Adopting an ideal pdf does not mean that preferences are of random nature; it is

only a tool for describing them. A merit of this approach is that ideal pdfs provide a

unified, intuitively plausible way to articulate preferences on commodities of a very

different physical nature. This applies also to decisions whose domain is “naturally”

restricted to support of the ideal pdf. Moreover, its introduction makes it possible

to define a “universal” design of optimal decision strategies with an explicit and

unique optimizing solution. These statements are supported by results presented in

the next subsection.

2.2 Fully probabilistic design of decision strategy

Both the government and citizens are recommended to use, so called, fully prob-

abilistic design (Kárný, 1996) to optimize their decision strategies. The design,

recalled here, uses the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance (Kullback and Leibler, 1951)

as a measure of a proximity of a pair of pdfs f, g acting on a common set x∗. Their

KL distance D(f ||g) is defined by the formula

D(f ||g) ≡
∫
f(x) ln

(
f(x)

g(x)

)
dx. (1)
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We shall need the following properties of the KL distance

D(f ||g) ≥ 0, D(f ||g) = 0 iff f = g almost everywhere. (2)

The fully probabilistic design problem is formulated and solved as follows. The joint

pdf f(d(̊t)) ≡ f(∆(̊t), a(̊t)) describing globally observable data sequences up to the

considered horizon t̊ can be factorized by a repetitive use of the chain rule

f(∆(̊t), a(̊t)) =
∏
t∈t∗

f(∆t|at, d(t− 1))f(at|d(t− 1)), (3)

d(0) is assumed to be fixed known prior information.

The decomposition (3) contains two types of factors under the product sign.

The first factors {f(∆t|at, d(t− 1))}t∈t∗ describe immediate observable conse-

quences of the decision at under the available experience reflected in the data d(t−1).

These pdfs form the outer model of the system in question. The model should re-

flect objective relationships between decisions and their consequences as exactly as

possible. It is constructed a priori through a combined modelling and parameter

or state estimation Peterka (1981); Ljung (1987) and represents a given part of the

deign.

Similarly, the factors {f(at|d(t− 1))}t∈t∗ represent an outer model of the used

randomized decision strategy. It should be selected within the design, it is optimized

optional part of the overall probabilistic description of interactions of decisions and

observable consequences.

The recognition of the optional factors in the global probabilistic suggests de-

signing the decision strategy as a minimizer of the KL distance of the joint pdf (3)

to a pre-specified ideal joint pdf F (d(̊t)) that assigns preferred occurrences among

possible data d(̊t). The design is formalized as follows.
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The ideal joint pdf F (d(̊t)) is assumed to be specified in the way mimic to (3)

F (d(̊t)) =
∏
t∈t∗

F (∆t|at, d(t− 1))F (at|d(t− 1)). (4)

The optimal strategy is selected among causal, possibly randomized, decision strate-

gies {f(at|d(t− 1)}t∈t∗ as a minimizer of the KL distance (1)

D (f ||F ) ≡
∫
f(∆(̊t), a(̊t)) ln

(
f(∆(̊t), a(̊t))

F (∆(̊t), a(̊t))

)
d(∆(̊t), a(̊t)) (5)

of the pdf f(∆(̊t), a(̊t)) (3) to the ideal pdf F (∆(̊t), a(̊t)) (4).

Proposition 1 (Fully probabilistic optimal strategy) The optimal strategy min-

imizing the KL distance (5) of the pdf (3) to the pdf (4) is (almost surely) unique

and has the form

f o(at|d(t− 1)) = F (at|d(t− 1))
exp[−ωγ(at, d(t− 1))]

γ(d(t− 1))
, where

γ(d(t− 1)) ≡
∫
F (at|d(t− 1)) exp[−ωγ(at, d(t− 1))] dat

ωγ(at, d(t− 1)) ≡
∫
f(∆t|at, d(t− 1))×

× ln

(
f(∆t|at, d(t− 1))

γ(d(t))F (∆t|at, d(t− 1))

)
d∆t

γ(d(̊t)) = 1.

The solution of these functional equations is performed against the time course,

starting at t = t̊.

For proof see Appendix.

The result of the fully probabilistic design, i.e., the optimal strategy

f o(at|d(t− 1)), can be taken in as a recommended distribution of the preferences of

the decisions at. Again, it does not mean that optimal decisions are of a random

nature. While the ideal pdf F (at|d(t − 1)) describes preferences of the quantities
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at without taking into account their impact on observable consequences ∆t, the

optimal pdf f o(at|d(t−1)) describes preferences of decisions at so that all quantities

(at and ∆t) are as close (in the sense of KL distance) to their ideal pdfs as possible.

The following example illustrates using of the fully probabilistic design and an

impact of variances of ideal pdfs on optimal pdfs.

Example Let us consider a static system with a one-dimensional decision a and a

one-dimensional observable consequence ∆. The outer model of the system is

f(∆|a) = N∆(µ+ θa, r),

where Nx(µ, r) denotes normal pdf of the quantity x with mean µ and variance r.

Let the ideal pdfs F (a) and F (∆|a) be given by independent normal distributions,

i.e.,

F (a) = Na(Ma, Ra), F (∆|a) = N∆(M∆, R∆).

In order to illustrate results of the fully probabilistic design in a graphical form, let

us consider the following values of the parameters: µ = 2, r = 1, θ = 0.5, M∆ = 1,

R∆ = 1, Ma = 2,and Ra being either 1, or 5, or 25.

The results of the fully probabilistic design, for the individual values of Ra, are in

Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c. The figures in the upper row represents the ideal and optimal

pdfs of decisions a, i.e., F (a) and f o(a); the figures in the bottom row demonstrates

the corresponding pdfs of observable consequences ∆ - the ideal ones and marginal

ones for optimal distributions of decisions, i.e., F (∆) and f o(∆) =
∫
f(∆|a)f o(a)da.

The ideal pdfs are plotted by dotted lines, and the optimal ones by solid lines.
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decision a decision a decision a

observable consequence ∆ observable consequence ∆ observable consequence ∆

Fig. 1a: Ra = 1 Fig. 1b: Ra = 5 Fig. 1c: Ra = 25

The example clearly demonstrates an impact of a variance of ideal pdfs on op-

timal pdfs. The narrow ideal distribution F (a), (Fig. 1a) causes the mean of the

optimal pdf f o(a) to be close to the ideal pdf, and consequently, the mean of the

corresponding optimal pdf f o(∆) to be relatively far from the ideal pdf F (∆). The

consequences of the opposite case – the wide pdf F (a) – are shown in Figure 1c.

The results of the intermediate case are in Figure 1b.

2.3 Problem formulation

Each citizen deals with his data sequence dc(̊t), c ∈ c∗ ≡ {1, . . . , c̊}. The respective

data records dc;t consist of citizen observable consequences ∆c;t and decisions ac;t,

i.e., dc;t = (∆c;t, ac;t). The c-th citizen is assumed to express his objectives in a way

that can be translated into the ideal pdf
∏
t∈t∗ F (dc;t|dc(t− 1), c). The construction,

discussed practically in Section 5, relies on the ability of individuals to generate de-
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sirable ranges on respective data and their changes. Grouping of individual opinions

with the common data dc(̊t) and similar desired ranges leads to a pdf describing a

cluster of similar personal wishes. Consequently, we can deal with groups of citizens

(with similar preferences) instead of individual citizens. Thus, the clustering allows

c̊ to be kept small enough.

A citizen would be advised to apply the strategy optimal in the fully probabilistic

sense, Proposition 1, but ultimately the choice is fully his responsibility.

The government is assumed to generate decisions ag (̊t) that influence citizens

indirectly, i.e. the citizen observable consequences ∆c;t can be split into observable

consequences without the government decision ag;t, denoted δc;t, and government

decisions ag;t

∆c;t = (δc;t, ag;t). (6)

Note that δc;t may contain also a part of the government observable consequences

∆g;t. Thus, citizens may be influenced both by the chosen government decisions and

by their consequences at the global level.

Thus, the problem can be formulated as follows.

A government strategy d∗g(t− 1) → a∗g;t is required that

leads to a fair compromise among wishes of different citizens.

For simplicity, common sampling time points t ∈ t∗ as well as a common joint

horizon t̊ are considered. It represents no real restriction when the finest of the

involved time grids is adopted and the piece-wise constant approximations are used

for other decision makers.
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2.4 Data sets and extension of citizen ideal pdfs

Information extents available to government and particular citizens always differ.

Proper treatment of this always present difference requires formalisation of this

fact. Formally, the set d∗g of the data dg available to the government can be related

to the data set d∗c of the c-th citizen as follows

d∗g = d∗gc+︸ ︷︷ ︸
surplus g-data

∪ d∗gc︸︷︷︸
common data

∪ d∗gc−︸ ︷︷ ︸
surplus c-data

d∗gc+ ∩ d∗gc = ∅, d∗gc ∩ d∗gc− = ∅, d∗gc+ ∩ d∗gc− = ∅,

where the surplus g-data dgc+ are data available to the government but not to the

citizen, the common data dgc are available both to the government and the citizen,

the surplus c-data dgc− are available to the citizen but not to the government.

The government cannot rationally influence the unknown surplus c-data. Its

decision making will be the same irrespectively whether d∗gc− is empty or not. Thus,

without loss of generality, we can and will assume that d∗gc− = ∅, i.e. d∗c ⊂ d∗g, ∀c ∈ c∗.

The c-th citizen specifies his ideal pdf on his data dc only. Thus, he leaves

the surplus g-data dgc+ to their fate. Consequently, he has to accept the pdf that

arises from the applied government strategy as the ideal pdf on the surplus data.

Altogether, d∗g = d∗gc+ ∪ d∗c , d
∗
gc+ ∩ d∗c = ∅ and the extension F (dg;t|dg(t − 1), c) of

the ideal pdf

F (dc;t|dc(t− 1), c) of c-th citizen on the government data dg is

F (dg;t|dg(t− 1), c) ≡ F (dc;t|dc(t− 1), c)f(dgc+;t|dg(t− 1)), (7)

where f(dgc+;t|dg(t − 1)) is the marginal pdf of the pdf f(dg;t|dg(t − 1)) describing

the data dg inspected and influenced by the government.
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2.5 Government ideal pdf and optimal strategy

The identity (7) extends the ideal pdf of the c-th citizen on the government data.

Note that government decisions ag;t are supposed to be known to citizens so that the

pdf f(dgc+;t|dg(t− 1)) can be determined from the government model irrespective of

the government strategy used.

The overall “fair” ideal government pdf is taken as a weighted sum of the extended

ideal pdfs of citizens (i.e., a probabilistic mixture)

F (dg;t|dg(t− 1)) =
∑
c∈c∗

αcF (dg;t|dg(t− 1), c) = (8)

=
∑
c∈c∗

αcF (dc;t|dc(t− 1), c)f(dgc+;t|dg(t− 1)).

The practical construction of the probabilistic weights αc is discussed in Section 5.

Intuitively, the fair probabilities

α = [α1, . . . , αc̊]
′ ∈ α∗ ≡

{
[α1, . . . , αc̊]

′
∣∣∣∣∣αc ≥ 0,

∑
c∈c∗

αc = 1

}

should represent portions of different stakeholders (labelled by c) within the overall

population. Stakeholders are individuals with the same data sets and very similar

preferences. Their practical grouping is also discussed in Section 5. Formally,

αc =
ι̊c∑
c∈c∗ ι̊c

,

where ι̊c is the number of citizens belonging to the c-th group of stakeholders.

The government may treat itself as a specific stakeholder with its specific ideal

pdf and combine it with ideal pdfs of other stakeholders into the overall ideal pdf (8).

It gives the government a chance to respect the aspects (data) that are unavailable

to majority of citizens. A wise government has to, however, assign to itself a “fair”

α-weight.
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The optimal government strategy, generating its decisions

d∗g(t− 1) → a∗g;t, t ∈ t∗,

is taken as the outcome of the fully probabilistic design, Proposition 1, with the

government ideal pdf (8).

2.6 Government model and citizen ideal pdfs

The complete problem formulation requires specification of the government model

{f(∆g;t|ag;t, dg(t− 1))}t∈t∗ . Complexity of the overall environment calls for a sim-

plified modelling, local both in time and data space. In other words, an adaptively

estimated model is highly desirable (Kárný, 1998). The government view has to be

rather aggregated and simplified as the length d̊g is, as a rule, much higher than

d̊c. Also, the relatively long period between changes in government decisions, deter-

mined by a significant inertia in large scale systems, implies that just the dominant

dynamics have to be modelled. Thus, a low order model can be used. Often, even

uni-modality can be assumed. A mixture model can also be estimated and used.

When constructing his decision strategy, each citizen should specify his personal

model giving, ideally, a pdf f(∆c;t|ac;t, dc(t− 1)). For the addressed problem, how-

ever, we need not force him do that and even we need not to know how he selects

his decisions. For the design of the government strategy, the knowledge of ideal

pdfs F (dc;t|dc(t − 1)), c ∈ c∗, is needed only. The ideal pdfs of respective citizens

may differ both in their form and mutual compatibility of assigned preferences to

various data configurations. It should be stressed that the government decisions ag;t

form a part of citizen’s observable consequences ∆c;t, i.e., each citizen should pre-
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dict decisions of his government and specify his wishes for them. It is also obvious

that rational government is possible when citizen observable consequences ∆c;t do

not reduce to government decisions ag;t only, i.e. when the information exchange is

bi-directional.

3 Jensen approximation of the design

We want to design the fully probabilistic government strategy {d∗g(t−1) → a∗g;t}t∈t∗ .

For it, we need not distinguish citizen decisions and observable consequences. Thus,

we can set, cf. (6),

∆c;t = dc;t = (δc;t, ag;t). (9)

Looking at the definition of the KL distance (1), it is obvious that it cannot be

evaluated exactly for the government ideal pdf given as a mixture (8). Thus, instead

of it, we minimize its upper bound implied by the Jensen inequality D (f ||F ) ≡

≡
∑
t∈t∗

E
∫
f(dg;t|dg(t− 1)) ln

(
f(dg;t|dg(t− 1))∑

c∈c∗ αcF (dg;t|dg(t− 1), c)

)
ddg;t ≤

≤
∑

t∈t∗,c∈c∗
αcE

[∫
f(dg;t|dg(t− 1)) ln

(
f(dg;t|dg(t− 1))

F (dg;t|dg(t− 1), c)

)
ddg;t

]
=

=︸︷︷︸
(8),(9)

∑
t∈t∗,c∈c∗

αcE
[∫

f(∆g;t|ag;t, dg(t− 1))f(ag;t|dg(t− 1))×

× ln

(
f(δc;t|ag;t,∆gc+;t, dg(t− 1))f(ag;t|dg(t− 1))

F (δc;t|ag;t, dc(t− 1), c)F (ag;t|dc(t− 1), c)

)
ddg;t

]
.

The approximation corresponds with the choice of the government ideal pdf equal

to the geometric mean of the citizen ideal pdfs (8).

Proposition 2 (Government fully probabilistic design) The optimal strategy
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minimizing the Jensen upper bound on the KL distance has the form

f o(ag;t|dg(t− 1)) =
∏
c∈c∗

[F (ag;t|dc(t− 1), c)]αc
exp[−ωγ(ag;t, dg(t− 1))]

γ(dg(t− 1))

γ(dg(t− 1)) ≡
∫ ∏

c∈c∗
[F (ag;t|dc(t− 1), c)]αc exp[−ωγ(ag;t, dg(t− 1))] dag;t

ωγ(ag;t, d(t− 1)) ≡
∑
c∈c∗

αc

∫
f(∆g;t|ag;t, dg(t− 1))×

× ln

(
f(δc;t|ag;t,∆gc+;t, d(t− 1))

γ(dg(t))F (δc;t|ag;t, dc(t− 1), c)

)
d∆g;t

γ(dg (̊t)) = 1. (10)

The solution is performed against the time course, starting at t = t̊.

For proof see Appendix.

The support of the optimal strategy is in the intersection of supports of the

citizen ideal pdfs. Thus, a well defined optimal strategy exists for the non-empty

intersection. Otherwise, some citizen restrictions, given by supports of their ideal

pdfs, have to be neglected.

4 Application to normal ARX models

The functional recursion for the optimal strategy (Proposition 2) can be solved nu-

merically in small problems. In large scale cases, that are inherent to our interpre-

tation, mixtures of normal auto-regression models with exogenous variables (ARX)

represent the dominant class for which a feasible solution is available. Moreover,

such models can be continually updated in a Bayesian sense: weighted, recursive

least squares are run (Peterka, 1981; Kárný et al., 1998).

For simplicity, we present the solution in which the government uses a single

multivariate ARX model and citizen ideal pdfs are multivariate ARX models, too.
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It means

f(∆g;t|ag;t, dg(t− 1)) =
∆̊g∏
i=1

N∆ig;t
(θ′igψig;t, rig), (11)

where N∆(µ, r) ≡ (2πr)−0.5 exp[−0.5(∆ − µ)2r−1], θig are vectors of regression co-

efficients, regression vectors are ψig;t ≡ [d(i+1)g;t, ψ
′
(i+1)g;t]

′ with ψ∆̊gg;t
= [a′g;t, ϕ

′
g;t−1]

′

and ϕ′
g;t−1 = [d′g;t−1, . . . , d

′
g;t−∂g , 1]; ∂g ∈ {0, 1, . . .} is given. We use the definition of

ψig;t for i = 0, 1, . . . , d̊g. Among others, it gives Ψg;t = ψ0g;t and ϕg;t−1 = ψd̊gg;t.

The citizen ideal pdf models the desired behavior of the data records available to

him

F (dc;t|dc(t− 1), c) =
d̊c∏
i=1

Ndic;t(θ
′
icψic;t, ric) (12)

with its elements mimic to that of government model (11).

In order to get a compact algorithm, we assume that

• ϕg;t−1 = ϕc;t−1 ≡ ψd̊cc;t: it is reached by inserting zeros into θig and θic; conse-

quently, the subscript g can be dropped at Ψ, ψ, and ϕ,

• dg;t = (∆g;t, ag;t) = (δc;t,∆gc+;t, ag;t), dc;t = (δc;t, ag;t): the identities depend on

the ordering only.

Proposition 3 (Government design for ARX models) The optimal strategy min-

imizing the Jensen upper bound on the KL distance (10) with models (11), (12) is

described by the normal pdfs

f o(ag;t|dg(t− 1)) =
åg∏
i=1

Naig;t

(
θoi;tψ

′
∆̊g+i;t

, roi;t
)

with (13)

ψ∆̊g+i;t
≡ [a(i+1)g;t . . . , åagg;t, ϕ

′
t−1]

′ and recursively generated,

time-variant, regression coefficients θoi;t and variances roi;t.
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The solution is performed against the time course, starting at t = t̊ with Lγ ;̊t = Iϕ̊,

Dγ ;̊t = 0, kγ ;̊t = 0.

For t = t̊, t̊− 1, . . . , 1

L∆̊g
= IΨ̊∆̊g

, D∆̊g
= 0

For c = 1, . . . , c̊

k0c = −δ̊c + kγ ;̊t, L0cD0cL
′
0c = KLγ;tDγ;tL

′
γ;tK′

For i = 1, . . . , ∆̊g

LicDicL
′
ic =

⌊ψL(i−1)c
⌊ψD(i−1)c

⌊ψL′
(i−1)c +

+
(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)
⌊∆D(i−1)c

(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)′
+

+χ
(
i ≤ δ̊c

) (θig − θic) (θig − θic)
′

ric

kic = k(i−1)c +
⌊∆D(i−1)crig + χ

(
i ≤ δ̊c

) [
ln

(
ric
rig

)
+
rig
ric

]

end of the cycle over i

L∆̊g
D∆̊g

L′
∆̊g

= L∆̊g
D∆̊g

L′
∆̊g

+ αcL∆̊gc
D∆̊gc

L′
∆̊gc

k∆̊g
= k∆̊g

+ αck∆̊gc

end of the cycle over c

For i = ∆̊g + 1, . . . , d̊g

L̃iD̃iL̃
′
i = Li−1Di−1L

′
i−1, ln(ri) = 0

For c = 1, . . . , c̊

L̃iD̃iL̃
′
i = L̃iD̃iL̃

′
i−1 + αc[−1, θ′ic]

′r−1
ic [−1, θ′ic]

ln(ri) = ln(ri) + αc ln(ric)

end of the cycle over c
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L̃i =

 1

−θoi;t Li

 , D̃i = diag
[
ro−1
i;t , Di

]

ki = ki−1 + ln
(
roi;t
)
− ln(ri)

end of the cycle over i

Lγ;t−1 = Ld̊g , Dγ;t−1 = Dd̊g
, kγ;t−1 = kd̊g

end of the cycle over t.

Proof is given in Appendix.

5 Elicitation of the involved elements

Ideal pdfs of stakeholders, their weights in the overall population and government

model relating the considered data are key ingredients for deciding on the govern-

ment strategy. Their possible elicitation is outlined here. It is practicable only when

the questions discussed below are predominantly communicated in an electronic way,

mostly via the Internet.

5.1 Data and model available to government

Data available to the government are collected by a version of the State Statistical

Office that groups them according to more and more standardized classification.

For instance, Classification of Individual Consumption by Purpose may be relevant

to the addressed task. Those commodity groups that are felt to be relevant to the

addressed problem and that are reasonably populated by historical data should be

taken as the government data. Among them the variables that can be and should

be chosen by the government have to be present.
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Bayesian processing of historical data together with the available economical and

sociological information provide the government model. Efficient procedure for ARX

models can be found in (Peterka, 1981), for normal mixtures in (Kárný et al., 2003).

Note that the Bayesian paradigm is (almost) a necessity as the lengths of the time

series available are (almost) always too small for asymptotically based analysis. The

ever present lack of data is caused by both their high inherent dimensionality and

by relatively sparse sampling.

5.2 Citizen data and ideal pdfs

The sub-selection of commodity categories should be presented as a questionnaire

to individual citizens or to their sufficiently rich and representative sample. The

questionnaire should ask on desired ranges within the individual categories:

What is your smallest acceptable value . . . of the commodity X? What is

the sufficiently satisfactory value . . . of the commodity X?

The answers provide the pairs of data items for building the corresponding static

marginal pdfs in the citizen and consequently government ideal pdfs. By answering

the question related to a commodityX that has meaning of a change rate, a dynamic,

first order marginal ideal pdf can be specified.

It is important that the citizen is not forced to answer all questions: a lot of

data values he may feel are irrelevant to him. Consequently, the questionnaire

can be relatively extensive. Then, the questions should be presented according the

art developed in connection with design of human computer interface (grouping of

related questions with possibility to jump between boxes; answering by a simple
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ticking of a box; explanatory help, etc.).

The ranges specified by a citizen are complemented to the full data record of

government data by automatically filling the technically lowest and highest values

for the unspecified ranges. It is justified by the fact that the extended citizen ideal

acts as the ideal with a very wide range on data out of the citizen interest.

After this completion, a single normal dynamic mixture is fitted to these data

(Kárný et al., 2003), using static or first order marginal pdfs according to the char-

acter of individual commodities. The referred fitting includes a complete structure

and parameter estimation of the mixture. Thus, it reveals respective stakeholders

(described by a single component within the mixture) as well as their probabilistic

weights α. The resulting mixture estimate is then the complete government ideal

needed.

6 Concluding remarks

The presented formalization implies immediately the following qualitative conclu-

sions that can be converted into quantitative studies.

• The extent of surplus data spaces should be minimized. The data about which

citizens are not aware are governed solely by the government strategy. Unsaid

wishes can hardly be respected. Consequently, citizens may be quite unhappy

about the government strategy adopted. In other words, final quality of the

resulting strategy is strongly influenced by the discussed information flow.

• The ideals of citizens have to be known to the government. Formally, it follows

from the fact that the government ideal pdf is made of the citizens ideal pdfs.
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Practically, it means that a good government can rule well only when it knows

the wishes of the citizens.

• The optimal compromise can be found only when the intersection of supports

of the citizen ideal pdfs is non-empty, when antagonistic contradictions among

citizens are smoothed up. This is formally seen from the form of the optimal

government strategy (10).

• The change in the extent of citizen groups should lead to a revision of the

government policy. Formally, it is implied by influence of component weights

α on government strategy. Practically, it means changes of citizen ideals and

shifts among various groups of citizens should be respected. Thus, citizens’

ideal pdfs and consequently government strategy should be revised whenever

significant changes are expected in population wishes. Note that it does not

advocate populism that follows even local changes of opinions. We conjecture

that the ideal pdfs have rather stable nature and their changes means real

changes in population.

• The optimal strategy is non-stationary and depends on closeness to the horizon.

It is formally seen from the strategy description. Practically, it means that

any planning with a short horizon is dangerous with respect to the achieved

performance and may lead to instability of the overall system. For an explicit

support of this statement, see (Kárný et al., 1985).

The majority of above points correspond with a common sense. It indicates that

the formal treatment, from which they follow, reflects well the basic features of the

fair government.
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7 Appendix: Proofs and Auxiliary Propositions

Here, outlines of proofs of Propositions presented in body of the text are given

together with auxiliary propositions and their proofs.

7.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof: The chain rule allows to write the KL distance in the form

D (f ||F ) = E
{∑
t∈t∗

∫
f(at|d(t− 1))×

×
[
ln

(
f(at|d(t− 1))

F (at|d(t− 1))

)
+ ω(at, d(t− 1))

]
dat

}
with

ω(at, d(t− 1)) ≡
∫
f(∆t|at, d(t− 1)) ln

(
f(∆t|at, d(t− 1))

F (∆t|at, d(t− 1))

)
d∆t.

Let us denote − ln(γ(d(t))) ≡

≡ min
{f(aτ+1|d(τ))}t̊τ=t

E


t̊∑

τ=t+1

∫
f(aτ |d(τ − 1))×

×
[
ln

(
f(aτ |d(τ − 1))

F (aτ |d(τ − 1))

)
+ ω(aτ , d(τ − 1))

]
daτ |d(t)

 .
Then, this definition implies that γ(d(̊t)) = 1 and − ln(γ(d(t))) ≡

≡ min
f(at+1|d(t))

∫
f(at+1|d(t))×

×
[
ln

(
f(at+1|d(t))
F (at+1|d(t))

)
+ ωγ(at+1, d(t))

]
dat+1 with

ωγ(at+1, d(t)) ≡
∫
f(∆t+1|at+1, d(t))×

× ln

(
f(∆t+1|at+1, d(t))

γ(d(t+ 1))F (∆t+1|at+1, d(t))

)
d∆t+1. It gives

− ln(γ(d(t))) ≡ min
f(at+1|d(t))

∫
f(at+1|d(t))×

×

ln
 f(at+1|d(t))

F (at+1|d(t)) exp[−ωγ(at+1,d(t))]∫
F (ãt+1|d(t)) exp[−ωγ(ãt+1,d(t))] dãt+1

 dat+1−

− ln
(∫

F (at+1|d(t)) exp [−ωγ(at+1, d(t))] dat+1

)]
.
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The first term in the above identity is the KL distance, that reaches its smallest zero

value (2) for the claimed pdf f o(ag;t|dg(t − 1)). At the same time, it defines the form

of the reached minimum.

7.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof: Let us denote − ln(γ(dg(t))) ≡

≡ min
{f(ag;τ |dg(τ−1))}t̊τ=t+1

t̊∑
τ=t+1

∑
c∈c∗

αcE
[∫

f(∆g;τ |ag;τ , dg(τ − 1)) ×

×f(ag;τ |dg(τ − 1))×

× ln

(
f(δc;τ |ag;τ ,∆gc+;τ , dg(τ − 1))f(ag;τ |dg(τ − 1))

F (δc;τ |ag;τ , dc(τ − 1), c)F (ag;τ |dc(τ − 1), c)

)
ddg;τ

∣∣∣∣dg(t)] .
Then, using the chain rule, we can write the Jensen upper bound of the KL distance in

the form − ln(γ(dg(t− 1))) =

= min
f(ag;t|dg(t−1))

E
{∫

f(ag;t|dg(t− 1))×

×
[
ln

(
f(ag;t|dg(t− 1))∏

c∈c∗ [F (ag;t|dc(t− 1), c)]αc

)
+ ωγ(ag;t, dg(t− 1))

]
dag;t|dg(t− 1)

}

ωγ(ag;t, dg(t− 1)) ≡
∑
c∈c∗

αc

∫
f(∆g;t|ag;t, dg(t− 1))×

× ln

(
f(δc;t|ag;t,∆gc+;t, dg(t− 1))

γ(dg(t))F (δc;t|ag;t, dc(t− 1), c)

)
d∆g;t.

The rest of the proof is identical with that of Proposition 1.

7.3 Propositions on Expectation of Quadratic Forms

For an algorithmic solution of fully probabilistic design with normal ARX models,

Proposition 3, and its proof in subsection 7.4, we need the following propositions.

Proposition 4 (Expected quadratic form) Let us consider a normal ARX model

(11) with the subscript g suppressed. Let us assume a quadratic form in ψ0;t ≡ Ψt
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with the decomposed kernel L0D0L
′
0. Here, L0 is a given lower triangular matrix

with unit diagonal and D0 is a given diagonal matrix with non-negative diagonal

entries.

Then, the expected quadratic form lifted by a constant k0 is

E [k0 +Ψ′
tL0D0L

′
0Ψt|at, ϕt−1] ≡ E [k0 + ψ′

0;tL0D0L
′
0ψ0;t|ψ∆̊;t] =

= k∆̊ + ψ′
∆̊;t
L∆̊D∆̊L

′
∆̊
ψ∆̊;t, where, for i = 0, . . . , ∆̊− 1,

Li+1Di+1L
′
i+1 =

⌊ψLi
⌊ψDi

⌊ψL′
i +

(
θi+1 +

⌊∆ψLi
)

⌊∆Di

(
θi+1 +

⌊∆ψLi
)′

Li ≡

 1 0

⌊∆ψLi
⌊ψLi

 , Di ≡ diag
[
⌊∆Di,

⌊ψDi

]
, ki+1 = ki +

⌊∆Diri+1

where ⌊∆Di is scalar and D̊i+1 = D̊i − 1.

The evaluation of the LDL′ decomposition can be performed by an efficient rank-one

updating (Bierman, 1977).

Proof: The expectation is taken over entries of ∆t as the remaining part of the data

vector Ψt is fixed by the condition ψ∆̊;t ≡ [a′t, ϕ
′
t−1]

′. The chain rule for expectations

implies that we can evaluate conditional expectations of individual entries in the vector

∆t one-by-one, starting from the first one. Taking a generic step and using the identity

E
[
∆2
i+1|ψi+1

]
= ri+1 + {E [∆i+1|ψi+1]}2 , we have

E
[
ki + ψ′

i;tLiDiL
′
iψi;t|ψi+1;t

]
= ki +

⌊∆Diri+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ki+1

+

+ψ′
i+1;t

 θ′i+1

Iψ̊i+1


′

LiDiL
′
i

 θ′i+1

Iψ̊i+1

ψi+1;t = ki+1 +

+ψ′
i+1;t

[
⌊ψLi

⌊ψDi
⌊ψL′

i +
(
θi+1 +

⌊∆ψLi
)

⌊∆Di

(
θi+1 +

⌊∆ψLi
)′]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Li+1Di+1L′

i+1

ψi+1;t.
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Proposition 5 (The weighted conditional KL distance) Let us consider mod-

els (11), (12) with regression coefficient complemented by zeros so that regression

vectors ψi;t of i-th factors coincide and the subscript at them can be dropped.

Let the function γ(dg(t)) (10) equal to γ(ϕt) with

γ(ϕt) ≡ exp
[
−0.5(kγ + ϕ′

tLγDγL
′
γϕt)

]
, where

ϕt ≡ [d′t, . . . , d
′
(t−∂+1), 1]

′ ⇒ ψ0;t ≡ Ψt ≡ [∆′
g;t, a

′
g;t, ϕ

′
t−1]

′,

Lγ ≡ a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal

Dγ ≡ a diagonal matrix with non-negative diagonal.

Then, ωγ(c, ag;t, ϕt−1) ≡ (14)

≡ 2
∫
f(∆t|ag;t, ϕt−1) ln

(
f(δc;t|ag;t,∆gc+;t, ϕt−1)

γ(ϕt)F (δc;t|ag;t, ϕt−1, c)

)
d∆t =

= k∆̊c + ψ′
∆̊;t
L∆̊cD∆̊cL

′
∆̊c
ψ∆̊;t, is determined recursively

LicDicL
′
ic =

⌊ψL(i−1)c
⌊ψD(i−1)c

⌊ψL′
(i−1)c +

+
(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)
⌊∆D(i−1)c

(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)′
+

+χ
(
i ≤ δ̊c

) (θig − θic) (θig − θic)
′

ric
, i = 1, . . . , ∆̊g

kic = k(i−1)c +
⌊∆D(i−1)crig + χ

(
i ≤ δ̊c

) [
ln

(
ric
rig

)
+
rig
ric

]

k0c = −δ̊c + kγ, L0cD0cL
′
0c = KLγDγL

′
γK′, ∀c ∈ c∗

K′ ≡

 Id̊(∂−1) 0 0

0 01,d̊ 1

 , Lic ≡

 1 0

⌊∆ψLic
⌊ψLic


Dic ≡ diag

[
⌊∆Dic,

⌊ψDic

]
, ⌊∆Dic is scalar, D̊(i+1)c = D̊ic − 1.

The correction of the LDL′ decomposition needs double, if χ(·) = 1, or single, if

χ(·) = 0, rank-one updating (Bierman, 1977).
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Proof: The matrixK extends ϕt toΨt, thus we can define ϕ
′
tL0D0L

′
0ϕt = Ψ′

tK′LγDγL
′
γKΨt.

The transformed kernel serves as an initial condition in the following recursions. With

the observable consequences split ∆g;t = (δc;t,∆gc+;t), ωγ(c, ag;t, ϕt−1) ≡

≡ 2
∫
f(∆g;t|ag;t, ϕt−1)×

× ln

(
f(∆g;t|ag;t, dg(t− 1))

γ(ϕt)f(∆gc+;t|ag;t, dg(t− 1))F (δc;t|ag;t, dc(t− 1), c)

)
d∆g;t =

=
δ̊c∑
i=1

ln

(
ric
rig

)
+

δ̊c∑
i=1

∫
f(∆g;t|ag;t, ϕt−1)×

×

−
(
∆ig;t − θ′igψi;t

)2
rig

+
(∆ig;t − θ′icψi;t)

2

ric
− 2 ln(γ(ϕt))

 d∆g;t =

=︸︷︷︸
E[•2]=E2[•]+cov[•]

δ̊c∑
i=1

ln

(
ric
rig

)
− δ̊c +

+
δ̊c∑
i=1

∫
f(∆g;t|ag;t, ϕt−1)

(
(∆ig;t − θ′icψi;t)

2

ric
− 2 ln(γ(ϕt))

)
d∆g;t =

= −δ̊c +
δ̊c∑
i=1

[
ln

(
ric
rig

)
+
rig
ric

]
+

+
δ̊c∑
i=1

E
[
ψ′
i;t (θig − θic) r

−1
ic (θig − θic)

′ ψi;t|ψ∆̊g ;t

]
− 2E [ln(γ(ϕt))|ψ∆̊g ;t

].

Let us define kernel L(i−1)cD(i−1)cL
′
(i−1)c of the lifted quadratic form

ψ′
i−1;tL(i−1)cD(i−1)cL

′
(i−1)cψi−1;t+k(i−1)c for which we evaluate

E [k(i−1)c+ψ
′
i−1;tL(i−1)cD(i−1)cL

′
(i−1)cψi−1;t|ψ∆̊;t] needed in evaluation of the expectation

of the quadratic form according to Proposition 4. Then, an intermediate lifted quadratic

form arises k̃ic + ψ′
i;tL̃icD̃icL̃

′
icψi;t with

L̃icD̃icL̃
′
ic = ⌊ψL(i−1)c

⌊ψD(i−1)c
⌊ψL′

(i−1)c +

+
(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)
⌊∆D(i−1)c

(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)′
k̃ic = k(i−1)c +

⌊∆D(i−1)cric.
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While i ≤ δ̊c, the values ln
(
ric
rig

)
+ rig

ric
, and (θig − θic) r

−1
ic (θig − θic)

′ have to be added

to the lift and kernel, respectively,

kic = k(i−1)c +
⌊∆D(i−1)cric + χ

(
i ≤ δ̊c

) [
ln

(
ric
rig

)
+
rig
ric

]

LicDicL
′
ic =

⌊ψL(i−1)c
⌊ψD(i−1)c

⌊ψL′
(i−1)c +

+
(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)
⌊∆D(i−1)c

(
θig +

⌊∆ψL(i−1)c

)′
+

+χ
(
i ≤ δ̊c

) (θig − θic) (θig − θic)
′

ric
.

The rank-one updating is to be used in evaluations.

7.4 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof: By induction, we prove that −2 ln(γ(dg(t))) = kt + ϕ′
tL

′
tDtLtϕt with data

independent lift kt and kernel L′
tDtLt. Proposition 2, implies that it holds for t =

t̊ with kt = 0, Lt = I, Dt = 0. Performing a generic step t, we both prove the

claim and find the recursions for kt and Lt, Dt. The identities (10), (14) imply that

2ωγ(ag;t, dg(t− 1)) =

=
∑
c∈c∗

αcωγ(c, ag;t, ϕt−1) =
∑
c∈c∗

αc[k∆̊gc
+ ψ′

∆̊g ;t
L∆̊gc

D∆̊gc
L′

∆̊gc
ψ∆̊g ;t

]

with recursively constructed lifts k∆̊gc
and kernels L∆̊gc

D∆̊gc
L′
∆̊gc

. The formula for the

optimal strategy (10) implies that this term has to be increased by weighted sum of

exponents of the citizen ideal pdfs on government decisions. It gives logarithms of the

constant part of the normalizing factor − ln(2π)−∑
c∈c∗ αc ln(ric) ≡ − ln(2π)− ln(ri)

and exponent −1
2
X with

X ≡
∑
c∈c∗

αck∆̊gc︸ ︷︷ ︸
k∆̊g

+ψ′
∆̊g ;t

∑
c∈c∗

αcL∆̊gc
D∆̊gc

L′
∆̊gc︸ ︷︷ ︸

L∆̊g
D∆̊g

L′
∆̊g

ψ∆̊g ;t
+
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+
d̊g∑

i=∆̊g+1

ψ′
i−1;t

∑
c∈c∗

αc[−1, θ′ic]
′r−1
ic [−1, θ′ic]︸ ︷︷ ︸

L̄iD̄iL̄′
i

ψi−1;t.

It is quadratic form in entries aig:t. Thus, the resulting pdf is normal and the kernel part

related to ϕt−1 defines the − ln(γ(d(t − 1))). Specifically, for i = ∆̊g + 1, . . . , d̊g and

L̃iD̃iL̃
′
i ≡ Li−1Di−1L

′
i−1 + L̄iD̄iL̄

′
i, we get

L̃i =

 1

−θoi;t Li

 , D̃i = diag
[
roi;t, Di

]
, ki = ki−1 + ln

(
roi;t/ri

)
.

The final values define the reproduced form of the function − ln(γ(ϕt−1)) with the lift

kt−1 = kd̊g and kernel Lt−1 = Ld̊g , Dt−1 = Dd̊g
.
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